REGISTRATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS

OFFICIAL OPENING  Greeting words from JERZY AXER, the Dean of the Faculty

10:15  KEY-NOTE LECTURE  RITA FELSKI, “The Humanities Beyond critique”

11:15  PANEL 1. LOOKING BACK  Moderator: JOLANTA SUJECKA

- NATALIA OBUKOWICZ, “What Happened to the Good Man Speaking Well? The Ideal of Studia Humaniora and Humanities Today”
- KATIA MARTEMYANOVA, “The Experience of Falsification: Mystified Correspondence by M. Caillot-Duval”
- OLIMPIA DRAGOUNI, “Ideology and the Humanities in the Periphery: A Story That Becomes an Official History”

12:15  COFFEE BREAK

12:45  PANEL 2. INTRODUCING THE ETHIC OF CARE  Moderator: JOANNA PARTYKA

- KAROLINA MROZIEWICZ, “Towards a Sensitive University: Feminist Critique of Science and Ethic of Care in Use”
- RIMPLE MEHTA, “From Denied Dependence to an Acknowledged Dependence: Making Caring Research Relationships a Possibility”
- JULIA LEWANDOWSKA, “Vulnerable Geometries: Rethinking the Humanities out of the Inclination”

13:45  LUNCH

14:45  PANEL 3. GLANCE AHEAD  Moderator: EWA ŁUKASZYK

- OLGA CIELEMĘCKA, MONIKA ROGOWSKA-STANGRET, “Stigmergy as a Collective Research Practice”

15:45  COFFEE BREAK

16:00  KEY-NOTE LECTURE  AGNIESZKA GRAFF, “What's the Point of Humanities? Revisiting Arguments Made in US and UK in the Context of Polish Debate”
10:00 | KEY-NOTE LECTURE | IRINA SAVELIEVA, “Thoughts About Why Humanities Did Not Become Social Sciences: Flexibility and Resistibility”

11:00 | PANEL 4 | THE CRISIS PARADIGM | Moderator: JOANNA PARTYKA
- MARK STOHOLSKI, “Nothing of Value”
- KAMIL WIELECKI, “The arrow paradox: the motion that is anthropological cognition”

11:45 | COFFEE BREAK

12:15 | PANEL 5 | DEBATE ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF HUMANITIES | Moderator: SZYMON WRÓBEL
- KRZYSZTOF SKONIECZNY, “‘Animalities’. Why Man is Not a Necessary Object of the Humanities”
- PAWEŁ MIECH, “Too Even or Too Odd? Edgar Alan Poe on the Crisis of Humanities”

13:00 | LUNCH

14:00 | PANEL 6 | TECHNOLOGY AND NETWORK | Moderator: SIMON BURTON
- ELÇİN MARASLI, “Liberales Gone Global: How Does the Internet Challenge Studies in Humanities?”
- ŁUKASZ MIROCHA, “Humanities Augmented by Technology-Oriented Approach: A Critical Analysis”

15:00 | COFFEE BREAK

15:15 | KEY-NOTE LECTURE | KRZYSZTOF ZIAREK, “Humans and Humanities Without Humanism”

16:15 | CLOSING REMARKS | Imagine There Were No Humanities | Moderator: JAN MIERNOWSKI